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JavaScript Examples Bible: The Essential Companion to JavaScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
JavaScript Examples Bible is the example companion to the best-selling JavaScript Bible by Danny Goodman. This book is for anyone who is looking for complete examples of JavaScripts. Many of the examples reveal detailed descriptions of HTML listings that illustrate a particular object model or language feature. Even more Example sections...
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Advanced ActionScript 3 with Design PatternsAdobe Press, 2006
Today's ActionScript-based applications require increasingly  sophisticated architectures and code. This book aids intermediate and  advanced ActionScript developers in  learning how to plan and  build applications more effectively. You'll learn how to apply design  patterns as solutions to common programming scenarios. Beyond a  reference,...
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Channel Coding in Communication Networks: From Theory to Turbo CodesISTE Publishing Company, 2006
The very title of this book is borrowed from the information theory vocabulary, and, quite naturally, it is an outline of this theory that will serve as an introduction. The subject of information theory is the scientific study of communications. To this end it defines a quantitative measurement of the communicated content, i.e. information, and...
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Complete Medical Spanish : A Practical Course for Quick and Confident CommunicationMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	McGraw-Hill’s Complete Medical Spanish is an illustrated medical Spanish

	text-workbook specifically geared to healthcare professionals, in

	particular, physicians, physicians’ assistants, nurses (including NPs,

	LVNs, LPNs, MAs), medical attendants, lab technicians, and ancillary

	medical staff.





	The...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2009

	This book and its prequel—Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Querying—cover advanced T-SQL querying, query tuning, and programming in Microsoft SQL Server 2008. They are designed for experienced programmers and DBAs who need to write and optimize code in SQL Server 2008. For brevity, I’ll refer to the books as T-SQL...
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Introduction to Metadata: Revised EditionGetty Publications, 2008
Praise for the First Edition:
 
"An excellent starting point for information professionals to gain a basic understanding of fundamental concepts, then move ahead with a guided path for further research and study." --Art Documentation
     
Metadata, literally "data about data," provides a means of indexing,...
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XSLT and XPATH: A Guide to XML TransformationsPrentice Hall, 2001
Mastering XSLT and XPath gives you unprecedented control over  your information-and helps you leverage virtually every new XML technology, from  XLink to schemas. Discover XSLT's powerful vocabulary of programming-like  features and learn how to build custom solutions that resist obsolesence. By the  end of the first...
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Recent Advances in Applied ProbabilitySpringer, 2004
Text databases are becoming larger and larger, the best example being the
World Wide Web (or just Web). For this reason, the importance of the information
retrieval (IR) and related topics such as text mining, is increasing every
day [Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999]. However, doing experiments in large
text collections is...
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Enterprise Solution Patterns Using Microsoft .Net: Version 2.0 : Patterns & PracticesMicrosoft Press, 2003
This book captures the knowledge of seasoned developers and presents it in  the form of a patterns catalog. Each pattern contains a simple, proven mechanism  that solves a commonly recurring technical challenge. Patterns provide a common  vocabulary and taxonomy for developers and architects to describe solutions  concisely. By providing a...
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Introducing Geographic Information Systems with ArcGIS: A Workbook Approach to Learning GISJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	An integrated approach that combines essential GIS background with a practical workbook on applying the principles in ArcGIS 10.0 and 10.1


	Introducing Geographic Information Systems with ArcGISintegrates a broad introduction to GIS with a software-specific workbook for Esri's ArcGIS. Where most courses make do...
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New Cambridge Advanced English Student's bookCambridge University Press, 1998

	New Cambridge Advanced English is the revised and updated edition of the popular Cambridge Advanced English. The course has been completely redesigned in full colour and its stimulating reading and listening extracts have been supplemented with new authentic reading texts and interviews. Theme units, providing practice in spoken and written...
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Clojure High Performance ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written for intermediate Clojure developers, this compact guide will raise your expertise several notches. It tackles all the fundamentals of analyzing and optimizing performance in clear, logical chapters.


	Overview

	
		See how the hardware and the JVM impact performance
	
		Learn which Java...
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